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Abstract 
We generalize two results of Hilton on totai-colourings of a graph. The first generalized result 
unifies several previous results/proof techniques ofBermond, Chen, Chew, Fu, Hilton, Wang, 
and Yap. Applying the second generalized result, we prove that if G~-Kn., is such that 
A(G) = n - 1 and the complement of G with respect o Kn.n contains a 1-factor, then its total 
chromatic number is A(G) + 1. 
1. Introduction 
Throughout his paper, all graphs are finite, simple and undirected. Let G be 
a graph. We denote its vertex set, edge set, complement, order, size, chromatic index, 
minimum degree, and maximum degree by V(G), E(G), G, v(G), e(G), z'(G), 6(G), and 
A(G), respectively. If F ~E(G), then G - F is the graph obtained from G by deleting 
F from G. If E ' _  E((~), then G + E' is the graph obtained from G by adding E'. If 
S ~ V(G), then G I-S] denotes the subgraph of G induced by S. We write H _ G if H is 
a subgraph of G. The complete graph of order n, the complete bipartite graph having 
bipartition (X, Y) in which ISl = m and I YI -- n, the cycle of order p, the star of order t, 
the union of two vertex-disjoint graphs G and H, and the size of a maximum matching 
in G are denoted by Kn, Kin, n, Cp, St, G w H, and ~'(G), respectively. For other 
undefined terminology, we follow [12]. 
A total-colourin# rt of a graph G is a mapping ~: V(G) w E(G) ~ [1, 2 .... } satisfying 
the following two conditions: 
(i) no two adjacent vertices or edges have the same image; 
(ii) the image of each vertex x is distinct from the images of its incident edges. 
The total chromatic number ZT(G) of a graph G is the smallest integer k such that 
G has a total-colouring n having image set { 1,2,..., k}. 
From the definition of total chromatic number, it is clear that ;tx(G) t> A(G)+ 1. 
Behzad [1] and Vizing [9, 10] independently made the following conjecture. 
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Total Colouring Conjecture (TCC). For any graph G, ZT(G) ~< A(G) + 2. 
This conjecture was proved for complete graphs, for graphs G having d (G) ~< 4, for 
complete r-partite graphs, for graphs G having A (G) >1 3 v(G), and for graphs G having 
A(G) >1 v(G) - 5. For details, see [8, 14]. 
I fG satisfies the TCC and Zx(G) = A(G) + 1 (resp. A(G) + 2), then G is Type 1 (resp. 
Type 2). 
The main results of this paper are mentioned in the abstract. 
2. Generalization of first result of Hilton 
In [6] Hilton gives a complete classification of graphs G of order 2n having 
d (G) = 2n - 1 according to their total chromatic numbers. His result is as follows. 
Theorem A (Hilton [6]). Suppose G is a graph of order 2n and A(G) = 2n - 1. Then 
zT(G) = 2n if and only if 
e(CJ) + ot'(G) >1 n. 
We now generalize the 'necessary part of Theorem A'. This generalization unifies 
several known results/proof techniques on the total chromatic number of a graph. 
Using this generalization, we also construct infinitely many Type 1 complete r-partite 
graphs of even order. 
Theorem 1. For any graph G of order 2n, 
e(ffa) + at'(G) >t n(2n + 1 - zT(G)). O) 
Proof. Let m = ~' ((~) and let zT(G) = t + 1. Suppose ~o is a (t + 1)-total colouring 
of G. Let 
,p(v(G)) = {~(v)jv e v(~)} = {c l , c2  . . . . .  ck} = c .  
It is clear that each colour class Vi of vertices (of tp) forms a clique in (~. If [ Vii = 2s 
or 2s + l, we add s independent edges in G [ Vi]. Let E' be the set of edges added in 
G[V1] w ... u G[Vk]. Then p = ]E'] ~< m. 
Next, let H be the graph obtained from G + E' by adjoining a new vertex v* and 
adding an edge joining v* to each vertex of G which is not incident with any edge in E'. 
Then ~0lE(a), the restriction of ~o to E(G), can be extended to a (t + 1)-edge-colouring of 
H by setting ~o(e') = ~p(w) i fe 'e  E' and w is an end-vertex ofe', and tp(v*u) = ~0(u) for 
any vertex u of G which is not incident with any edge in E'. Observe that 
e(H) = e(G) + (2n - 2p) + p = (n(2n - 1) - e(tJ)) + 2n - p 
= n(2n + 1) - (e((~) + p). 
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Since each edge-colour class Ei of ~o contains at most ½v(H)= n 
x'(H) <~ t + 1, we have 
n(2n + 1) - (e(tJ) + p) ~< (t + 1)n. 
Consequently, 
e((z) + ct'(G) >>. e(G) + p >~ n(2n - t) = n(2n + 1 - ~(T(G)). [] 
edges, and 
Remarks.  F rom the last line of the proof  of Theorem 1, we know that if G satisfies 
e(G) + ~'(G) = n(2n - t), then p = I E'I = ct'(G) = m. Now if G does not induce K4, then 
I Vil = 2 or 3 for exactly m colour classes Vi. Thus if G satisfies e((~)+ 0t'((~)= 
n(2n - A(G)), G does not induce K4, and G is Type 1, then for any (A(G) + 1)-total- 
colouring q~ of G, there are m sets of independent vertices {xl ,y l}  ..... {Xm, ym} 
receiving m distinct colours. Moreover,  if G is d-regular, d/> n, G does not induce K4, 
and is Type 1, then 0t'((~) = n and thus tJ contains a 1-factor xly~, i = 1, 2 ..... n such 
that {xi, y~}, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n receive n distinct colours in a (A (G) + 1)-total-colouring of 
G. These facts are very useful in the study of total-colourings of graphs of high degree. 
Corollary 2 (Hilton [6]). Suppose G is a graph of order 2n and A(G) = 2n - 1. l f  G is 
Type 1, then 
e((~) + ct'((~) >/n. 
Proof. If G is Type 1, then XT(G) = A(G) + 1. Substitute t = A(G) = 2n - 1 into (1), 
we obtain 
e(d) + ~'(~) >1 n. [] 
Corollary 3 (Bermond 1 [2]). Let K(r, m) be a complete r-partite graph having m vertices 
on each partite set. I f  r is even and m is odd, then K(r,m) is Type 2. 
Proof. For  any complete r-partite graphs G, ZT(G)~< A(G)+ 2 [13]. Note that 
K(r,m) = rK,,, a union of r copies of K,, and A(K(r,m)) = (r - 1)m. Now 
m(m-  1) 
e(K(r,m)) + ot'(K(r,m)) = r 2 
m- 1 r 2 
- -  +r  2 =~(m -1)  
rm 
-~- [rm - (r - 1)m]. 
Hence, by Theorem 1, K(r, m) is Type 2. [] 
I Bermond gave a complete classification of the graphs K(r,m) according to their total chromatic 
numbers. 
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Corollary 4 (Wang 2 [11]). Suppose G is a (2n -3) - regular  graph of order 2n. I f  G is 
Type l, then t~ is the union of even cycles. 
Proof. I fG  is Type 1, then by Theorem 1, e((;) + a'((~)/> 3n. Now if (~ contains an odd 
cycle, then e((7) + ~'((~) < 3n, a contradiction. [] 
A complete r-partite graph whose partite sets are all equal is called a balanced 
complete r-partite graph. Otherwise it is called an unbalanced complete r-partite graph. 
In [4], it is proved that all complete r-partite graphs of odd order are Type 1. We now 
use Theorem 1 to construct infinitely many Type 2, unbalanced complete r-partite 
graphs of even order. 
Corollary 5. There are infinitely many Type 2, unbalance complete r-partite graphs of 
even order. 
Proof. We shall prove that if m/> 3 is an odd integer and (~ = 2kKm w Kin+l, then 
G is Type 2 for each k >~ ½(m + 3). We observe that here n = ½v(G) = km + ½(m + 1), 
A (G) = 2n - m, and 
e(G)+ot ' (G)=[km(m-  1)+½(m+ l )m]+[k(m-1)+½(m+ 1)] 
= (m + 1) [k (m-  1) + ½(m + 1)] 
>~ (kin + ½(m + 1))m = n(2n-  A(G)) 
only if k ~< ½(m + 1). Hence, by Theorem 1 and the fact that the TCC holds for all 
complete r-partite graphs, G is Type 2 for any k/> ½(m + 3). [] 
F rom Theorem 1 it follows that if G is a graph of even order 2n and G is Type 1, then 
e((~) + ~'((~) >~ n(2n - A(G)). (2) 
However, from the following result of Chen and Fu [3] (which gives a complete 
classification of graphs G of order 2n having A (G) = 2n - 2) 
Theorem B (Chen and Fu [3]). Let G be a graph of order 2n and A(G) = 2n - 2. Then 
G is Type 2 if and only if d = S2n-2 u $2. 
we know that condition (2) is a necessary condition but, in general, not a sufficient 
condition for G to be Type 1. It seems reasonable to guess that, with only a few 
z Wang gives a complete classification of (2n - 3)-regular graphs of order 2n according to their total 
chromatic numbers: "A (2n -- 2)-regular graph G of order 2n is Type 1 if and only if G is the union of even 
cycle". A more general result has been obtained by Dugdale and Hilton [5]. 
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exceptions, for graphs G of order 2n having A(G)>>, 2n-  5, condition (2) is also 
a sufficient condition for a graph G to be Type I. 
For even order complete r-partite graphs G, we have the following conjecture. 
Conjecture. Suppose (~ = Kvl w K~ ~ .-- u Kp,, Pl ~< P2 ~< " ' "  ~< P,, and 
P~ + P2 + "'" + P, = 2n. Then the unbalanced complete r-partite graph G is Type 1 if 
and only if e(G) + ~'(G)/> pin.  
3. Generalization of second result of Hilton 
In [7] Hilton gives a complete classification of bipartite graphs G of order 2n having 
A(G) = n according to their total chromatic numbers. His result is as follows. 
Theorem C (Hilton [7]). Let  J ~_ K..~. Then 
zT(Kn , . - -  E( J ) )  = n + 2 
i f  and only i f  e(J) + ot'(J) <~ n - 1. 
We now generalize the 'sufficiency part of Theorem C' (the proof of this generaliz- 
ation is almost identical to that of Hilton's original proof) and use this generalization 
to prove that i fF is a 1-factor of K .... then Kn, ~ - E(F)  is Type 1. (Note that the graph 
K~.. itself is Type 2.) 
Theorem 6. Let  J ~_ Kn. ~. I f  
zT(Kn, n -- E( J ) )  = t, 
Then e(J) + ct'(J) >1 n(n + 2 - t). 
Proof. Let G = K . , . -  E( J )  and let ~0 be a total-colouring of G using t colours 
cl, c2 ..... c,. Let (X, Y) be the bipartition of K,,.. Let Xi ~ Y~ (Xi_ X, Y~ ___ Y), 
i = 1 ..... t, be the vertex-colour classes of q~ (note that some vertex-colour classes 
Xi u Y~ may be empty), and let 
m,=min{ IX ,  l, lYi}}, f~ = max{IX,I, IYil} -mi .  
Then 
IXII + III/I = f /+ 2ml. 
Hence 
(A +f2 + "" +f , )  + 2(m~ + m2 + .-- + m,) = 2n. 
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Since the vertices in Xi w Yi are coloured with colour i, there are mi independent 
edges in J [Xi w YJ. Thus 
~'(J)/> ml + m2 + "'" + mr. 
and so 
f~ +f2  + "'" +f  = 2n - 2(ml + mE + "'" + mr)/> 2n -- 2ct'(J). (3) 
Let C = {cl, c2 .. . . .  ct}. For each cE C and each ve  V(G), we call (c,v) a colour- 
vertex pair if c is present at v, i.e., either tp(v) = c or tp(vu) = c for some u ~ V(G). 
We note that if IXil >~ I Y~l, say, then fi = IX~l -  I Y~l and thus there are at least fl 
vertices in X in which colour c~ is absent. Hence there are most 2n - f~ colour-vertex 
pairs (ci, v), v ~ V(G), and so there are at most 2nt - (f l  +f2 + "'" + ft) colour-vertex 
pairs altogether. But the number of colour-vertex pairs equals the number of vertices 
plus twice the number of edges, and so is 2n + 2(n 2 - e(J)). Thus, by (3), we have 
2n + 2(n 2 - e(J)) <~ 2nt - ( f l  +f2 + "'" + ft) ~< 2nt - (2n - 2~'(J)). 
Consequently, e(J) + ot'(J) >~ n(n + 2 - t). [] 
Corollary 7 (Hilton [7]). Suppose J~_ K .... G = K., .  - E(J), and A(G) = n. I f  
e(J) + ~' (J) <~ n - 1, then zT(G) = n + 2. 
Proof. It is well known that for bipartite graphs G, ZT(G)~< A(G)+ 2. Now if 
xT(G) = A(G) + 1 = n + 1, then by Theorem 6, e(J) + ~'(J)/> n, a contradiction. [] 
Remarks. We note that the converse of Theorem 6 is in general not true. For 
example, we take J = Ca - K4, 4. Then G = K4.4 - -  E(J) ~ C8. Now e(Cs) + ~'(Cs) = 
12/> 4(4 + 2 - t) where t = 3, but Xr(K4,  4 - E(Cs)) = 4 ~ t. 
We shall require the following lemma to prove Theorem 9. 
Lemma 8. For any integer n >~ 3, there exists an n-edge-colouring of  K . , .  such that 
K~,. has n independent edges receiving n distinct colours. 
Proof. Our  proof is constructive. Let (X, Y) be the bipartition of K .... where 
X = {xl ,x2 . . . . .  x.} and Y= {Yl,Y2 . . . . .  y.}. We consider two cases separately. 
Case 1:n~>3 is odd. We know that for p=l ,2  . . . . .  n, Ep= {ylXp+l, 
y2Xp + 2 . . . . .  Yn Xp +.}, where each p + i is calculated modulus n, form n colour classes of 
an n-edge colouring ~o of K . , .  (for any e e Ep, ~o(e) = p). 
The following is a set of n independent edges coloured with colours 1,2 . . . . .  n, 
respectively (here n = 2m + 1). 
F = {ylx2,y2x4 . . . . .  ymX2m, Ym+l X2tm+ 1) . . . . .  y~X2.} 
: {y lx2,  y2x4 . . . . .  ymX2m, Ym+lXl,Ym+2X3, ...,ynxn}. 
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(For example, when n = 7, we have {q~(ylX2) :--1, {t,0(y2x4. ) = 2, {tp(y3x6)= 3, 
( tp (y4x l )  = 4, {tp(ysx3) = 5, {tp(y6xs) = 6, {tp(yTxT) = 7}.) 
Case 2: n >~ 4 is even. From the construction of tp given in the proof of 
case 1, we notice that the following set of n -  1 (odd) independent edges receive, 
respectively, colours 2, 3 . . . . .  n - 1 and 1 (here n - 1 = 2m + 1): 
E'~ = { y l  xa, y2x s .... .  ypx2p + 1 , . . . ,  y~x~_ t, Ym + 1 X2 . . . . .  Y , -  2 x~-  2, Yn-  1 x 1 }, 
where 2p + 1 is taken modulo n -  1. Now recolour each edge in E'~ by colour 
n, setting ¢P(ynx3) = 2 = tp(x~yl),  tp(y~xs) = 3 = tp(XnY2) , . . . , tp (ynXn-2)  = n - 1 = 
qg(xnyn_ 2) , tp (ynXl )  = 1 = tp (xny  n_ I), and tp(x~y~) = n, we obtain an n-edge-colouring 
tp of K,,n. We notice that the set of n - 1 independent edges constructed in case 
1 together with y,x~ form a set F of n independent edges coloured with colours 
1, 2 ..... n, respectively. [] 
Remark. A parallel formulation of Lemma 8 exists in latin squares: For any n/> 3, 
one can construct a latin square of order n having a transversal. We give a proof of 
Lemma 8 here because we find that the technique can be used in the study of other 
edge colouring and total-colouring problems. 
Theorem 9. Let J _  K .... G = K~. n - E(J), and A (G) = n - 1. Suppose J contains 
a 1-factor of Kn, ~, n i> 3, then G is Type 1. 
Proof. Let (X, Y) be the bipartition of Kn, n. By permutation of vertices, if necessary, 
we can assume that d contains the 1-factor F of K~, ~ as determined by the n-edge- 
colouring ~p of K., ~ given in Lemma 8. Now ~p can be extended to a total-colouring 
of Kn, ~ - E ( J )  in an obvious way. Consequently from A (G) + 1 ~< 
ZT(G) ~< ~T(K~,~ -- E(F ) )  = n = A(G)  + 1, we obtain XT(G) = A(G)  + 1. [] 
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